A stand-alone, custom-made biomedical system was introduced for a long-term monitoring of sleep and 3 detection of snoring events. Commercially available electronic components were assembled for recording audio, pulse 4 and respiration signals. Its software was implemented for off-line processing of the acquired signals in C++ and Matlab 5 environments. The linear and nonlinear features of the signals were extracted and characterized using spectral energy 6 distribution, entropy and Largest Lyapunov Exponent (LLE). The performance of the system was evaluated with real 7 physiological data gathered from 14 chronic snorers. Analysis of the cases indicated that the system identified the 8 snoring events with an accuracy of 88.22%, sensitivity of 94.91% and positive predictive value of 90.95%. This high level 9 of validation confirmed the reliability and utility of the system in detecting snoring. 10
structure and Figure 2 depicts the final product. The specifications associated with the components are listed 23 in Table 1 . The hardware utilizes special units facilitating ultra-low power consumption, networking and long 24 term storage capabilities. As a core item, the board houses analog amplifiers and filters connected to the sensors. 25 The amplified and filtered signals are digitized at 12 bit resolution using analogue-to-digital convertors (ADC) 26 on −board. Audio is captured by a sensitive omnidirectional microphone at 8096 Hz sampling rate. Respiration 27 is sensed from airflow using an oronasal thermistor at a sampling rate of 1024 Hz. Pulse is recorded using a 28 SpO2 element consisting of a light emitter as an optic transmitter and detector as a receiver. The sampling 29 rate is 512 Hz. 30 The user control of the system consists of two buttons and is relatively simple to use; one button activates In the previous studies, schemes were presented for classifying the snore related sounds using entropy and 5 LLE with SVM [37-42]. In our software, we adopted the same scheme as SVM was reported to offer certain 6 advantage over the others. Specifically, SVM classifier is easy to implement, faster in training, better in accuracy 7 with stability/robustness, perform reliably under different dataset and has lesser number of parameters to tune 8 and make it operational. The scope of the work was to implement a viable system with a well-established 9 classifier [43? ]. Based on these features and the facts, we opted to incorporate SVM into the device. The 10 implementation of the scheme was explained in the referenced article in detail, and thus not repeated here.
11
However, we note that the classifier software in our implementation was further enhanced by incorporating 12 a new feature; specifically, energy extracted from the signal. Therefore, the feature space in our analysis is 1 spanned a 3D vector (energy, entropy, LLE). The performance and validation of the SnoreBox system in correctly detecting the snoring events were tested with 4 6 hr long recordings of the audio, respiratory and pulse signals acquired from 14 subjects at the Gülhane Military 5 Medical Science Sleep Laboratory (Ankara, Turkey). Based on the previous polysomnographic evaluations, the 6 recruits were clinically diagnosed as snorers (12 heavy and 2 light). Relevant information about these individuals 7 is given in Table 2 .
8 The data from all subjects were pooled together, transferred in to a PC and reviewed using the GUI 9 software and then analyzed with the developed SVM based classification software after normalized by the 10 maximum signal intensity within the data set ( Figure 3 ). Based on the PSG analysis of the audio signals alone 11 and the expert views, the entire 6 hr sleeping period of each subject was evaluated. The signal was then divided 12 into 1 s segments and each segment was manually assigned as either "snore" or "nonsnore" according to its 13 assigned snoring level. The "nonsnore" segments contained both silence and breathing signals. 
Results

4
SnoreBox is a wearable device with belts to hang on to the body and have sensor attachments. Thus, in terms 5 of its usage and data recording, some obstacles were met during the study. First, the sleep quality of the subject 6 was apparently affected by the disturbance from wearing the device and sensor attachments. To accustom to the device and to improve the data quality, the subjects were trained with wearing the device two nights before sounds. An algorithm for detecting the snoring sounds via multi-feature analysis was proposed and reported 1 classification accuracy of 94.00% when the sleep was based on entropy and the classification was sum. Power detecting snoring, and this performance was close to or exceeded those of the previously described approaches.
16 Table 4 gives information about previous studies and our study accuracy results. The present study had some 
